
Increase collaboration and streamline 
data sharing with Toad Intelligence 
Central. It provides a centralized 
repository for accurate, up-to-date 
information; this makes data provisioning 
more efficient, improving productivity.

Data gathered by Quest’s Toad Data 
Point can be published directly to Toad 
Intelligence Central. This makes it quick 
and easy to share and view queries, files, 
objects and datasets with other team 
members right within the tool — eliminating 
the need to email spreadsheets that 
quickly become out of date.

And users and team members no longer 
have to worry about reporting failures 
and data loss from a single person. You 
can minimize risk by publishing and 
storing your data in Toad Intelligence 
Central in a variety of ways, including 
views that are automatically updated, 
snapshots of data that are refreshed on a 
scheduled basis, and static datasets.

Toad Intelligence Central is a server-side 
software component with an easy-to-
use administration console. It’s simple to 
install, runs on a desktop or commodity 
hardware, and doesn’t require technical 
expertise to manage or administer. IT 
and data administrators can ensure data 
governance and require authentication 
prior to granting access to published data. 
And because it runs on a server, you can 
leverage Toad Data Point’s automation 
capabilities to schedule and run automated 
reports from a fault-tolerant 24x7 server.

FEATURES
• Centralized data access — Gain a single 

point of access to all your data.

• SQL views — Access data directly from 
the source through SQL rather than 
moving data.

• Data repository — Store datasets or 
snapshots and schedule regular updates.

• Data visualization integration — 
Connect and share data with users 
of third-party tools like Microsoft®, 
Tableau®, Qlikview® and Spotfire®.

Toad Intelligence Central
Improve productivity, collaboration and data provisioning.

BENEFITS:
• Improve team collaboration and 

knowledge retention

• Reduce the risk of workflow failures

• Increase productivity

• Provision data efficiently

• Set up and administer this solution 
with ease

• Connect to DBMS, Hadoop®, 
Salesforce®, Google Analytics®, 
BusinessObjects®, Oracle® 
Business Intelligence Enterprise 
Edition, data warehouses and more

Share and view queries, 
files, objects and datasets 
with other team members 
right within the tool.
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• Artifact publishing — Share all Toad 
artifacts — including diagrams, visual 
queries, automation, SQL files, and 
more — with other Toad users.

• Rights management and data 
governance — Manage permissions and 
access rights to shared resources and 
uphold data governance rules.

• Active Directory support — Enable 
administrators to better manage users 
and teams with the tool’s simplified 
administration, which makes it easier 
to add and remove users and to 
create logins.

• Automation scripts — Create automation 
scripts in Toad Data Point and publish 
them to Toad Intelligence Central, where 
they can be scheduled for execution.

Toad Intelligence Central is a 
complementary administration and 
server component to Toad Data Point, 
and it is compatible with Toad Data Point, 
Toad for Oracle, Toad Data Modeler, 
Toad for SAP and Toad for DB2. Toad 
Intelligence Central can be used with 
these analytic tools as a platform for 
sharing data and reports.

Try Toad Intelligence Central free for 30 
days at https://www.quest.com/products/
toad-intelligence-central/

ABOUT QUEST®

Quest helps our customers reduce 
tedious administration tasks so they can 
focus on the innovation necessary for their 
businesses to grow. Quest solutions are 
scalable, affordable and simple-to-use, 
and they deliver unmatched efficiency 
and productivity. Combined with Quest’s 
invitation to the global community to be 
a part of its innovation, as well as our 
firm commitment to ensuring customer 
satisfaction, Quest will continue to 
accelerate the delivery of the most 
comprehensive solutions for Azure cloud 
management, SaaS, security, workforce 
mobility and data-driven insight.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

SOFTWARE

Microsoft® Windows® 8.1, 
Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit), 
Windows Server 2012 (64-bit), 
Windows Server 2008 R2 (64- 
bit) and Windows Server 2008 
(64-bit)

HARDWARE

Server can be installed on 
desktops or commodity 
hardware. Dependent 
on number of active and 
connected users.

Please see the release 
notes for a full list of system 
requirements.

With Toad Intelligence Central, business users and data experts can easily collaborate 
and share data.
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